This documentation applies to the product iMan manufactured by BioControl, Norway.
Documentation version 1.1 completely replaces previous versions.

Modifications since last documentation version:
- none – version 1.0
- version 1.0 - version 1.1
  a) small additions

Note:
All information in this document describes product and details ‘as is’. BioControl can not be held liable for (consequences of) incorrect or missing information in this document. Check our website for latest version of this document and information on this product.
1. Using application

1) Open KeyboardTest application using the link on the iMan Menu:

2) When application starts, you will see small window titled "Keyboard Test":

Now you can press any button on keyboard and it will be shown (along with its code and modifier key if any was pressed):
2. Changing keyboard layout

**Note:** This feature should not be normally used – iMan’s keyboard will be set to appropriate orientation during production and there is no need to change it afterwards (unless by mistake).

To switch between keyboard orientations type the following sequence on numeric keyboard with application in focus:

```
2, 6, 8, 4, 1, 5, 9
```

**Note:** Numeric keyboard can work in two modes: numerical and alphanumerical. First one is used only for typing numbers, while in second one you can write all characters just like on mobile phone keyboard. Before typing mentioned code, make sure that keyboard is in numerical mode (a small 1 in blue square will be shown on the taskbar). To change between modes use **[Shift]** + **[Ctrl]** combination.

After you do so, message window should appear:

![Message window](image)

Changes will take effect after restarting the device.